We study hairy configurations constructed by stationary scalar fields outside asymptotically flat horizonless compact stars. At the star surface, we impose Neumann boundary conditions for the scalar field. With analytical methods, we obtain bounds on the frequency of stationary scalar fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
The no hair theorem, see e.g. [1] - [8] , plays an important role in the development of black hole theories. Such classical no hair theorem states that asymptotically flat black holes cannot support scalars, massive vectors and Abelian Higgs hairs outside the horizon, for recent progress see [9] - [23] and reviews see [24, 25] . It was believed that such no hair property is mainly due to the absorbing horizon. So it is interesting to examine whether no hair behaviors appear in horizonless spacetimes.
Recently, it was found that the existence of an absorbing horizon is not a necessary condition for the validity of the no hair theorem. With reflecting surface boundary conditions, Hod firstly proved that static massive scalar fields cannot exist outside horizonless neutral compact stars in the asymptotically flat background [26] .
When considering non-minimal coupling between scalar fields and the gravity, asymptotically flat horizonless neutral reflecting compact stars also cannot support static scalar field hairs [27] [28] [29] . With a nonzero cosmological constant, such no static scalar hair theorem still holds for horizonless neutral reflecting compact stars [30] [31] [32] . When considering charged horizonless reflecting compact stars, static scalar fields cannot exist outside stars of large size and in contrast, static scalar hair can form outside charged horizonless reflecting compact stars with small radii [33] - [37] . Very differently, if we want to obtain static scalar hair outside asymptotic flat charged black holes, we usually have to put the black hole in a box [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
From above progress, we conclude that no static scalar field hair behavior is a general property in the neutral horizonless reflecting compact stars. Theoretically, the scalar field can be either static or stationary.
So it is also interesting to examine whether stationary scalar fields can condense outside neutral horizonless compact stars. On the other side of black holes, stationary scalar fields can exist outside a black hole when the spacetime is rotating [44] - [52] . Very differently, for horizonless compact reflecting star, Hod showed that non-rotating neutral star can support exterior stationary scalar fields [53] . Moreover, Hod also obtained bounds on the frequency of the stationary scalar hair. One naturally wonders what is the case when imposing other boundary conditions. In this work, we plan to extend the discussion by imposing Neumann boundary conditions and also relaxing the large radii limit condition in [53] . We will try to examine whether stationary scalar fields can condense outside neutral Neumann horizonless compact stars. If exterior stationary scalar hairs exist, we want to search for bounds on the frequency of stationary scalar fields.
In the following, we introduce the system composed of stationary scalar fields and neutral horizonless Neumann compact stars. We analytically obtain bounds on the frequency of stationary scalar hairs. We also numerically get stationary hairy neutral horizonless Neumann compact stars. We summarize main results in the last section.
II. BOUNDS ON THE FREQUENCY OF STATIONARY SCALAR FIELDS
We consider the possible configuration with exterior stationary scalar fields outside compact stars. And the corresponding matter field Lagrange density is given by
Here Ψ is the stationary scalar field and m corresponds to the scalar field mass.
In Schwarzschild coordinates, the spacetime outside the compact star is described by [54] 
where f (r) is the metric function. We take the radial coordinate r = r s as the radius of the star surface.
Outside the surface, it is the Schwarzschild type solution f (r) = 1 − 2M r , where M is the star mass. Since we focus on horizonless star, there is the relation r s > 2M . θ and φ are angular coordinates.
The scalar field equation is [55] [56] [57] 
We study stationary scalar fields expressed in the simple form
with ω as the frequency.
Then the equation (3) can be expressed as
At the surface, we impose the Neumann condition for the scalar field in the form ψ ′ (r s ) = 0. At the infinity, the general asymptotic behavior for the bounded scalar field is [58] ψ
So the scalar field satisfies boundary conditions
With a new radial functionψ = √ rψ, the scalar field equation (5) can be transformed into
Boundary conditions of the functionψ arẽ
In the following, we divide our discussion into three cases:ψ(r s ) = 0,ψ(r s ) > 0 andψ(r s ) < 0.
In the first case ofψ(r s ) = 0, considering the relation (10), at least one extremum point r peak ofψ(r) exists between the surface and the infinity boundary. The extremum point may be positive maximum extremum point satisfyingψ (r peak ) > 0,ψ ′ (r peak ) = 0,ψ ′′ (r peak ) 0 (11) or negative minimum extremum point with ψ(r peak ) < 0,ψ ′ (r peak ) = 0,ψ ′′ (r peak ) 0.
In the second case ofψ(r s ) > 0, there isψ ′ (r s ) = 1 2rsψ (r s ) > 0. Around the star surface, the positive scalar field firstly increases to be larger and approaches zero at the infinity. So one positive maximum extremum point r peak exists. At this maximum extremum point, we have the relatioñ ψ(r peak ) > 0,ψ ′ (r peak ) = 0,ψ ′′ (r peak ) 0.
In the third case ofψ(r s ) < 0, there isψ ′ (r s ) = 1 2rsψ (r s ) < 0. Around the star surface, the negative scalar field firstly decreases to be more negative and approaches zero at the infinity. So one negative minimum extremum point r peak exists. At this minimum extremum point, we have the relatioñ ψ(r peak ) < 0,ψ ′ (r peak ) = 0,ψ ′′ (r peak ) 0.
As a summary of (11) (12) (13) (14) , scalar field solutions satisfy characteristic relations {ψ ′ = 0 andψψ ′′ 0} f or r = r peak .
From (8), we get the equation
Relations (15) and (16) lead to the inequality
With f (r) = 1 − 2M r , (17) can be transformed into
(18) yields the relation
From (19), we obtain the inequality
It yields the bound for the frequency as
According to (18) , there is
From (22), we get the relation
According to the infinity asymptotic behavior (6) 
With (21), (23) and (24), we obtain bounds on the frequency as
In the limit of r s ≫ M , for fixed nonzero mM , (25) is the same as Hod's bound [53] 1 − 2M r s
For ultra-compact star, r s can be chosen a little larger than 2M. In the limit r s → 2M , (25) is equal to
III. STATIONARY SCALAR CONFIGURATIONS SUPPORTED BY NEUTRAL NEUMANN COMPACT STARS
The stationary scalar hairy compact stars were analytically studied in the limit of M ≪ r s , where the Dirichlet reflecting conditions were imposed at the star surface [53] . With numerical methods, we carry out the discussion in the case of relaxing the condition M ≪ r s . In this work, we try to search for stationary scalar hairy compact stars with Neumann surface boundary conditions.
Since the equation (5) 
With given values of mr s and mM , we obtain discrete ω satisfying the infinity boundary condition. For example, for mr s = 5 and mM = 1.5, we find ω m is around 0.916541 satisfying the bounds (25) . Now we plot the scalar field solution with mr s = 5, mM = 1.5 and ω m = 0.916541 in Fig. 1 . As shown in the picture, the scalar field satisfying Neumann condition at the star surface and asymptotically approaches zero at the infinity.
In the following, we study the frequency of the stationary scalar hair. In Table I , we show cases with mr s = 5 and various mM . We find that ω m decreases as a function of mM . In Table II , with mM = 1.5 and various mr s , it can be easily seen that the frequency ω m increases with respect to mr s . We also mention that effects of parameters on the frequency is qualitatively the same as cases with Dirichlet conditions and in the limit r s ≫ M [53] . In the limit of r s ≫ M , according to the bounds (26) , the numerical value of the frequency should be almost 1. In contrast, since we relax the condition r s ≫ M , the numerical value of the frequency can be away from 1. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the gravity model composed of stationary scalar fields and horizonless neutral compact stars in the asymptotically flat background. We imposed Neumann surface boundary conditions for scalar fields. We analytically obtained bounds on the frequency of stationary scalar field as max{1− 2M rs , 1−4m 2 M 2 } ω 2 m 2
1,
were ω is the scalar field frequency, m is the scalar field mass, M cooresponds to the star mass and r s represents star radii. Below the bottom bound or above the upper bound, stationary scalar hair cannot form outside horizonless Neumann compact stars. And between the bounds, we numerically obtained solutions of stationary scalar hairy Neumann compact stars. We also investigated effects of model parameters on the scalar field frequency. 
